**ICT Hosts Arrey Elementary Field trip**
ICT hosted a bus full of Arrey Elementary 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders to an amazing STEM field trip at NMSU on Friday, April 6th. ICT partnered with 3 different colleges to provide the students with experiences in various STEM centers across campus. The students tried Virtual Reality equipment, programmed mini-robots with marker color sequences, and built model bridges to learn about structural testing. ICT hopes to repeat the experiences with other schools’ students.

**Omar Valtierrez receives the 4th Quarter Asprey Award**
Omar Valtierrez, ICT’s sole Lab Technology Support Technician, is the most recent recipient of the Asprey Award. The award, which recognizes the most outstanding ICT employee of the quarter, is given in recognition of ICT employees who have displayed outstanding service to the university. Omar is often called on by many other departments around campus and ICT and is ready and willing to help departments accomplish their goals. Omar always has a friendly, “can-do” attitude and is ready assist where needed.